


Chain Reaction
Age:
7+ or as soon as the child

can read and pay
attention to details

Instructions

Materials
Chain Reaction worksheet
A pair of scissors to cut the

tickets

Instructions
Cut all the tickets from the 'Chain Reaction' worksheet 1.

Number of players
Between 1 and 5 players

2. Read all the tickets with the child/children to make sure they
are familiar with the content

3. Divide the cards among the players
4. The player who has the 'starting' card reads it out loud

5. Each player checks their cards for the key words in order to
continue the game

6. The game continues in the same manner until the last ticket
is read

*To add to the fun you can time each round, trying to beat the
previous score



 

Sneeze and the game starts. 

When you hear someone 

sneezing, you throw yourself to 

the ground and put your hands 

over your head. 

When someone drops to the 

ground, you run to the door, 

open it and wait. 

The door is open so now you 

can crawl to the other room 

and shout “Follow me”. 

When someone shouts “Follow 

me” try to be the first to get to the 

other room and open a window. 

When someone opens the 

window, look out of the 

window and sing like a bird. 

When someone starts singing 

like a bird, hop on one leg and 

spin around. Don’t forget to 

clap your hands. 

When you see someone 

spinning around, hopping on 

one leg, close the window and 

tell everyone “Stop this”. 

When someone says “Stop 

this”, walk over to that person 

and ask her to pick up her 

phone and wait. 

When you see someone holding 

a phone tell her to phone her 

mother and say “Stop game”. 



MATERIALS NEEDED:

STEPPING STONES

WORKSHEETS

SCISSORS

AGE:

6-12 YEARS (IT MAY VARY

DEPENDING ON THE

CHILD)

JUMP AND SHOUT

INSTRUCTIONS
Print and cut out the stepping stones (footprints)1.

 

   2. Read the words together and explain any unknown words. Insist on pronunciation.

 

   3. Spread the stones across the room, from one side to the other

 

   4. Payers must cross an invisible river by stepping only on these stones

 

    5. When stepping on one stones, the player must quickly shout the word he stepped

on so that he can jump on the next one. 

 

   6. If he fails to shout the word and yet step on the next stone, he must go back to

the starting point and do it again. 

 

   7. To make it more engaging, set a time limit to cross the river.

 

   8. For younger children, simply write down numbers/draw animals on pieces of paper

and have them say the number/animals.

 

 

 

 

NUMBERS OF PLAYERS:

AT LEAST 2
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MEAGER 

MODEST 
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  DULL 

TEDIOUS 
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COMPLEX 

INTRICATE 
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ROWDY 

BOISTEROUS 
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CRAMMED 

CROWDED 
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PRECISE 

ACCURATE 
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FALSE 

ERRONEOUS 
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MERRY 

JOYOUS 
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COLOSSAL 

 MASSIVE 
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DROLL 

HILARIOUS 



Treasure Hunt
Instructions

Age:
7+ or when the child can read well

Materials:
 the worksheet with the clues
scissors for cutting the tickets with the clues
a 'treasure' of your choice

Instructions
Cut all the clues + the message from the pirate king from the beginning of the

worksheet beforehand
1.

2.  Place the clues in the places indicated on the tickets

3. Choose and place the pirate's treasure in the place indicated on the last ticket

4. Start the Treasure Hunt by giving the child the message from the pirate and then
the ticket with the first clue

5. Have fun!

Answer key:
1- kitchen table 2- TV 3- clock 4- fridge 5- laundry basket

6- under/on the biggest plant in the house 7- cutlery drawer 8- pillow

9- toy box 10- bookcase



This wooden beast that has 4
legs, Rests in the kitchen all day
long.On its back, it carries ham,

bacon and eggs.

1. 2. Avast ye! This is witchcraft! It must
be! Moving pictures in a box? Ye right

and I just saw a purple fox!

3. It has a face and 2 long hands. Do
you know where the next clue

stands?

4. The arctic wind blows cold, me
matey, This box holds all the grub

that’s tasty.

Ahoy me hearty! So ye think that ye can steal me booty?? Arrrr! Only the
bravest and cleverest buccaneers can lay their hands on this old seadog’s

treasure. Have ye got what it takes? Find all the clues that lead to me treasure
or walk the plank! Yo-ho-ho, here we go!

5. Arr, ye’re no landlubber I see. But
can you find where the next clue

would be? It sits in a basket where all
the laundry can be.

6. Shiver me timbers! Ye’ve made
it so far! Ye are getting closer, ye
certainly are! For the next clue,
check where the biggest house

plants are.

7. To get a step closer, listen to this,
The next clue lies where the eating

tools kiss.

8. Me tired old bones need a
rest, This is where I lay my head

before my next quest.

9. A box of treasures in its own
right, It keeps all yer toys out of

sight.

10.Ye’ve got one more step, me
matey,Ye’ve proven yerself

greately. The last place ye need to
look, Is where ye keep yer

favourite book.


